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edian, 2019, banana, duct tape,  dim
ensions variable. Photograph by Zeno Zotti, courtesy the artist.
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Born in 1960 in Padua, Italy, Maurizio Cattelan 
is one of the world’s most celebrated—and 
controversial—contemporary artists. His practice 
combines provocations, pranks, and mockeries with 
astonishing and deeply touching artworks. After 
Cattelan’s first solo exhibition in China, “The Last 
Judgment,” which opened to wide acclaim at UCCA 
Beijing last year, his journey through the country 
continues with this new exhibition in Shenzhen, 
which addresses his quest to explore human feelings 
and relationships. 

“Wish You Were Here” is a hymn to longing and 
separation, which are inextricably linked to the 
human urge to explore new realities and unknown 
spaces. In this exhibition, the artist creates a 
dialogue between the various elements that form the 
experiences of travellers of all kinds—from armchair 
explorers who embark on fantastic voyages of the 
mind, to migrants, nomads, and regular tourists. 
The artworks alternate between earnest and 
absurd in Cattelan’s classic manner, including 
somber masterpieces, cynical souvenirs, and even 

advertisements for himself. The artist uses humor as 
a vehicle for his own emotional state, entangling it with 
the consciousness of the viewer.  

From the new installation in the main hall, an 
overwhelming mass of hanging sheets, to the single 
duct-taped banana that constitutes Comedian (2019), 
Cattelan creates spaces and narratives that visitors 
enter and explore as if setting out on a mysterious—
and entertaining—journey. At its heart, Cattelan’s 
work is about connection, specifically how each of us 
connects with other people. This theme is particularly 
urgent at a time when many of us are separated, 
unable to travel and meet as we once did. Given the 
artist’s awkward relationship with his audiences—
sometimes fleeing from attention, sometimes placing 
himself at the center of his work—you might not 
actually wish for him to be here. But rest assured, 
Maurizio Cattelan’s wish came true—you are here. 

“Maurizio Cattelan: Wish You Were Here” is curated by 
Francesco Bonami, organized by UCCA’s exhibitions 
team, and co-presented by UCCA and SWCAC.
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Photograph by Pierpaolo Ferrari, courtesy the artist.
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Maurizio Cattelan: Wish You Were Here
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Kids is the latest iteration of a series of works by Cattelan 

featuring taxidermied pigeons, beginning with Tourists 

(1997) and including Others (2011) and Ghosts (2021). 

The pigeons’ presence is disturbing, much like that of the 

antagonists in Alfred Hitchcock’s 1963 film The Birds. 

Yet pigeons are also a familiar sight in the public squares 

of Italian cities, including art tourism centers like Venice. 

There, the birds mingle with tourists, who in some ways end 

up behaving like the birds, disrupting the life of the city and 

leaving garbage in their wake. The previous title of Others 

may also refer to migrants (increasingly visible in public 

spaces in Italy), whose presence can be familiar, enriching, 

or, to some, menacing.  The title Kids stresses the generic 

nature of this group of birds: when we see a group of children 

on a schoolyard or playground, we may perceive them as 

a collective, not individuals. For the artist, the pigeon is a 

symbol of anonymity, which may be passive or threatening. 
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Installation view of Others, 2011, “Victory is Not an Option,” Blenheim Palace, 
Woodstock, UK, 2019. Photograph by Zeno Zotti, courtesy the artist.
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Throughout his career, Maurizio Cattelan has been deeply 

influenced by the imagery of Disney’s animated films. The 

puppet Pinocchio is one of the most famous characters in 

Italian literature and the country’s popular imagination, yet 

also one that was radically transformed in Disney’s 1940 film 

adaptation of Carlo Collodi’s classic 1883 novel. As a child, 

Cattelan saw the movie before reading the novel. He was 

struck by one scene in particular: that of the puppet floating 

in water, having apparently drowned. Invited to participate in a 

group show at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New 

York in 2008, he installed the work in the small pool at the base 

of the museum’s rotunda. “Daddy, Daddy” is what Pinocchio 

yells when he finally finds his father Geppetto, but the words 

also reflect the artist’s conflicted feelings towards his own 

father. When Cattelan was a child, his father, a truck driver, was 

always away from home due to work. The piece speaks to the 

artist’s search for his missing father figure, a symbol of safety 

and stability that was lacking from his early childhood. 
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In 1999, Cattelan’s art dealer Massimo De Carlo invited 

him to stage an exhibition at his Milan gallery. The artist 

proposed to tape De Carlo to the wall, to which the gallerist 

bravely consented. At the opening, guests admired the 

gentleman stuck to the wall with duct tape as a living 

sculpture. With this work, reproduced here as a mural, 

Cattelan pokes fun at performance art, Renaissance 

iconography, and the gallery system, in which the dealer is a 

revered figure who courts collectors and museum directors, 

yet is kept separate from the making of art, and is certainly 

not considered a work of art themselves. Duct tape would 

make another, unexpectedly successful appearance many 

years later in Comedian (2019), which also appears in this 

show. However, Untitled di!ers in tone from this humorous 

piece, dramatically inverting stereotypes of the gallery-

artist relationship to present the dealer as a victim. 
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Nothing, shown here in two di!erent editions, is one of the 

artist’s most recent works. Cattelan combines a symbol 

of aristocracy—the Rococo mirror—with his signature 

pigeons. Respecting neither social class nor luxury, the 

taxidermied birds rest on top of the elaborate gilded 

frame. To them, even the most valuable of artifacts mean 

“nothing.” The viewer can look at his or her reflection inside 

the mirror, surrounded by the pigeons. For Cattelan, the 

pigeons are intruders, like peasants invading the palaces 

of nobles. The piece brings to mind the magic mirror in 

the fairy tale “Snow White” as well as one of the artist’s 

first pieces, Lessico Familiare (1989), a silver-framed self-

portrait. While the earlier work parodied how middle-class 

families stifle independence, Nothing and its ever-changing 

reflections seem to both point to the emptiness of luxury 

and demonstrate the mutability of identity.
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Bonami: 
Is your work supposed to be funny?
Cattelan: 
Not at all but for some reason people 
think it is… 
I find it quite tragic.

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ喑1999喑ᥱᒞ喟䭬ᬻ · ᳄ٸȡఫ❴⩞㞧ᱜუӈȡ
Untitled, 1999, photograph by Armin Linke, courtesy the artist.
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Cattelan: 
Fame is a strange 
beast. And as with 
all beasts, you are 
the prey, not the 
predator.

“

”
Ȩ❥❥喑❥❥ȩ喑2008喑㖇⅕䚜ᴾ㘯Ƞ䧏ᱽȠ⣜⅔喑45.4 ! 104.5 ! 94.3 cmȡᥱᒞ喟∪䄧 · ѽ㦯ȡఫ❴⩞㞧ᱜუӈȡ
D!ddy, D!ddy, 2008, polyurethane resin, steel, epoxy paint, 45.4 ! 104.5 ! 94.3 cm. Photograph by Zeno Zotti, courtesy the artist.

 Ȩᬍȩ喑2021喑᱕ᵳȠΊग卪ၽᴴ᱙Ƞ24k 䩭䛾̺䨵䧏喑245 ! 190 ! 40 
cmȡᥱᒞ喟∪䄧 · ѽ㦯ȡఫ❴⩞㞧ᱜუӈȡ
Nothing, 2021, wooden frame, nine taxidermied pigeons, 24-karat gold-
plated stainless steel, 245 ! 190 ! 40 cm. Photograph by Zeno Zotti, 
courtesy the artist.
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All quotes excerpted from Francesco Bonami and Maurizio Cattelan’s 
conversation in the exhibition catalogue Maurizio Cattelan: The Last Judgment.*
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2019ȡᥱᒞ喟↑ · ᳄ᓤȡఫ❴⩞㞧ᱜუӈȡ
Installation view of Untitled, 2019, “Victory is Not an Option,” Blenheim Palace, 
Woodstock, UK, 2019. Photograph by Tom Lindboe, courtesy the artist.

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ
Untitled

This work was inspired by Continuous Profile (1933), a 

famous sculpture by Italian Futurist artist Renato Giuseppe 

Bertelli, which depicts the profile of Italian fascist dictator 

Benito Mussolini in a 360-degree rotation. In Cattelan’s gold-

plated sculptural self-portrait, a boot bursts out of a head 

with vague features, its humorous incongruity undercutting 

the sense of power and grandeur that Bertelli’s work 

attempts to project. The boot becomes part of a mask, and 

the mask serves a kind of monument that is more abstract 

than figurative. The use of gold as a material is a reference 

to ancient Egyptian death masks. As one of Cattelan’s 

many works related to death, the piece explores the 

impermanence of life, power, and wealth. 

Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ⮱▢ᙌᲒ㜗ᘼ๔ݖ᱗ᲒͨͶ㞧ᱜუ䰤㏠ច · ᱞඋҖ · 

䉊ᅁ∝ݖ⮱䰂ൾऺ҉Ȩ䔋㐚⮱Ӕ䲏ȩ喍1933喎ȡ䔆Ꮤ

ᢂᡶγᘼ๔ݖ∂㺬ͨͶ㔲䉊ᅩច · ㉏䛹ᅩ⮱Ӕ㙥ౕ 360

Ꮣ䒙̸ऱ͗㻿Ꮣ⮱䒛᐀ȡ㔹ౕڝ➦⮱䩭䛾䰂ൾ㜗⩨͚喑

䲡ၽϻρჅㇷ⮱䶲̷ܧڿᲒ喑В̭Ꭺ吅̺䄰ᙌݷᑞ

γ䉊ᅁ∝҉ݖ৮䄂ఫ㥒䕍⮱ᱰ̻߈Ⴜьᙌȡ䲡ၽͧ䲏ڤ⮱

̭䘕ܳ喑㔹䔆ޜ䲏ڤ⟦ຯ̭Ꮤ䆎㔹䲋ڤ䆎⮱㏗ᔢⶾȡ҉৮

⩞叱䛾ݣ喑ᏁⱭऑࣷ⮱₨ώ䲏ڤ⩕⮱ᱽȡ҉ͧ

߈λ₨ώ⮱䄥็҉৮̭喑Ȩᬍ䷅ȩᣏ䃕γ⩌পȠᱰڠڝ➦

̻䉏ჹ⮱ᬍ፥ȡ

 Ȩૉޔ⑁অȩ
Comedian

2019 Ꭱ䓵䭬ჳ⊤␖⮱ጡඋᅁ㞧ᱜᆂ̷喑䔆У҉৮⮱仃⻭ౕ

㞧ᱜ⩹䊤γ䒖♣๔∏喑ں⣝γ 1917 Ꭱᅇ䗐Ꮤͫ̓䬨ऺ

⮱ᄼӬȨ⇶ȩፓᲒ⮱䰴᧩ȡౕڝ➦Ȩૉޔ⑁অȩ͚ᄦ

λᒀ̸䔆͗䓴ޖ⮱ᬣАВࣷ㐅⩨҉৮ٲᆂ㻵⾧䬡Ƞ⼝䱥㞧

ᱜጯ౧⮱⣝䆎ܧ䉕⪾ȡڝ➦᱙ϧΌ⇎ᰶᘠݝ喑䔆ᵦ仆㩶

ᑂࣾγ⫲ᐼ⮱ព᪐᩵Ꮑ喑ᒞ৺䔉䊲㞧ᱜవȡڲ㠰డ⤰ڕౕ

ͺⰸ̸喑Ȩૉޔ⑁অȩ܍ͻ䃖ϧᙌڿݝ⟜喑⩕ᑧ߈㘣ፓధ

Ⴧ݈҉㉍ᱽ⮱∂Ό䃖ϧᘠ䊤ڝ➦ₑݺ⮱҉৮喟1999 Ꭱ

Ѓ⩇㜠ᄳव҉⮱⩨ͨ㇅ౕγෆ̷ȡ

This work subverted the entire art world when it was 

presented for the first time at the art fair Art Basel Miami 

Beach in 2019. It may be seen as a contemporary analogue 

of Duchamp’s famous urinal, Fountain (1917). Cattelan’s wish 

was to question our age of excess as well as the continued 

predominance of paintings in exhibition halls and the art 

market. To the surprise of the artist himself, the banana 

became a viral phenomenon that spread all around the 

globe, far beyond the boundaries of the art world. Though 

merely an irreverent gesture at first glance, the piece’s use 

of tape and a suspended object recall several of Cattelan’s 

earlier works, such as the untitled piece from 1999 in which 

he taped his gallerist to a wall.

Ȩૉޔ⑁অȩ喑2019喑仆㩶Ƞᑧ߈㘣ፓ喑ᅧᄥजअȡᥱᒞ喟∪䄧 · ѽ㦯ȡఫ❴
⩞㞧ᱜუӈȡ
Comedian, 2019, banana, duct tape, dimensions variable. Photograph by Zeno 
Zotti, courtesy the artist.

One of the artist’s most recent works, Breath recalls figures 

found in the archaeological excavation of Pompeii and 

Herculaneum. The two ancient cities were destroyed by an 

eruption of Mount Vesuvius near Naples in southern Italy. 

Caught by surprise, the inhabitants died in their sleep or 

while trying to escape. A self-portrait in marble acts as a 

sort of funerary monument, while the dog next to the figure 

is a symbol of fidelity in the face of death, almost like a denial 

of mortality. Here, Cattelan also references one of the most 

beautiful funerary sculptures of the Italian Renaissance, the 

tomb of Ilaria del Carretto in Lucca Cathedral, created by 

the sculptor Jacopo della Quercia circa 1406.

 Ȩ॥ȩ
Breath

Ȩ॥ȩ喑2021喑Ą॥ Ꭺ▢ Ⱏąᆂ㻵⣝౧喑Ժ㔽߈ HangarBicocca ധ䛾ч喑
ㆠڝ喑2021ȡᥱᒞ喟∪䄧 · ѽ㦯ȡఫ❴⩞㞧ᱜუȠ⣈ͪႶ · ऑᓤᰩ⩨Ƞㆠڝ
Ժ㔽߈ HangarBicocca ധ䛾чӈȡ
Installation view of Breath, 2021, “Breath Ghosts Blind,” Pirelli HangarBicocca, 
Milan, 2021. Photograph by Zeno Zotti, courtesy the artist, Marian Goodman 
Gallery, and Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan. 

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ
Untitled

ຯߕ⩨❴䛹䃟⮱䘪᭜ⱌ⮱喑䗐͵̭गສ⠄⠄Ⅵ䔉чͧͨϧ

ऩᲒ្㏥ȡڣ喑⣝䛹Όᰶㆨѩ⮱ᗲᮜ喟⠄ᄦ⻨̓⮱ͨϧ

ӊᬔ̺⻨̺ᐰ喑Ⱑݝ㜗ጞ⮱㏵䭺͡ȡ䔆У҉৮ڠͻ⡛̻

䉐Шÿÿ⠄गޜ̸̭ޖ俕᳣喑ࢡϺᬔ␎ᔭᒲౕ䷇俕䬡ច

Ɑ̭Ъ្㏥ȡࢠӬ₨ώ䔘䓾喑ЙΌᓲ䶨ᆒ㵹㕹䉐Ƞᔍλ

⡛ȡ㞧ᱜუౕڣЃ҉৮͚ΌҬ⩕䓴ߕ➖俕᳣喑Ҹຯฺ䔝ᵩ᳄

ᑌ〒䄊ᩲθ⮱ȨⅥᕿ⮱❞ȩ喍1997喎ȡহ䔆ψ҉৮̭ᵤ喑ٱ

Ȩᬍ䷅ȩᅞ᭜̭݆ओㆨ〒䄊喑䃶䄡γ㞧ᱜუᄦ❞̻Ԏᔢ

䛼⮱ԎНȡ߈

If cartoons are to be believed, a good dog always brings the 

newspaper to its master. Even in real life, there have been 

instances when a dog has remained faithful to its master 

after the human had passed away, until the animal's own 

death. This work is about devotion and duty—all that is left 

of the dog is its skeleton, but its jaws still expectantly hold 

a newspaper. Even when death is approaching, we must 

perform our duties and remain devoted. Like other works by 

the artist featuring animal skeletons—such as Love Lasts 

Forever (1997), a re-telling of a Brothers Grimm fairytale—

this piece speaks to the artist’s belief in the power of love and 

faith, while juxtaposing cuteness with a darker, macabre tone. 

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ喑1997喑⠄俕᳣Ƞ្ ㏥喑45 f 70 f 30 cmȡᥱᒞ喟䭬㦯ݖຒ · 侙ڝ䄧ȡ
ఫ❴⩞㞧ᱜუӈȡ
Untitled, 1997, dog skeleton, newspaper, 45 ! 70 ! 30 cm. Photograph by Attilio 
Maranzano, courtesy the artist.
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ҍ䰭㺮ᩦअႰ⮱ॵ⣝
⟣ᔮȡඋᅇ⩕⩨ぁ喑㔹
⩕ᑧ߈㘣ፓȡ

Cattelan: 
Comedian is 
exactly like 
an apple for 
Cézanne: the 
minimum 
common 
denominator 
that everybody 
recognizes. But 
you need to alter 
its condition. 
Cézanne does 
it with brush 
strokes, I do it with 
ga!er tape.
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Maurizio Cattelan first showed Stadium at the Galleria 

comunale d’arte moderna, Bologna in 1991. The sculpture 

is an elongated foosball table, which fits eleven players on 

each side—the same as a regulation football team. For 

the work’s debut, the artist arranged for a team of African 

immigrants to play against a team of white Italians. It was 

a way to address a pressing issue in Italian society—

a rising tide of racism in response to the country’s influx 

of immigrants. Rather than present a reductive political 

posture, Cattelan as usual approached the issue in a 

playful and positive way, transforming what some saw as 

a problem into a game. Today, the work is free of these 

specific connotations and is simply an interactive sculpture. 

The public may use it, provided that—as per the artist’s 

request—there are eleven players on each team.

 Ȩ䋠⤰౧ȩ
Stadium

 Ȩ䋠⤰౧ȩ喑1991喑᱕ᱽȠχ߈ٸȠ䧏ᱽȠ㏥Ƞൾ喑1 f 6.51 f 1.2 mȡఫ❴⩞㞧ᱜუӈȡ
Stadium, 1991, wood, acrylic, steel, paper, plastic, 1 ! 6.51 ! 1.2 m. Courtesy the artist.
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Sea World Culture and Arts Center
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Located in Shekou, Shenzhen, the Sea World Culture and Arts Center (SWCAC) is a hub for culture and 
commerce launched by China Merchants Shekou, with London’s Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) as its 
founding partner. SWCAC is committed to creating diverse cultural experiences for the public through a variety 
of hybrid formats such as exhibitions, performing arts, public education, and commerce. As the only building 
designed by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Fumihiko Maki in China to date, SWCAC embraces the horizons of 
the sea, mountains, and city that surround it.

Opened in December 2017, SWCAC has become a key cultural landmark in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau 
Greater Bay Area. It was listed as Top Gallery in Shenzhen by Lonely Planet in 2019 and one of the World’s 100 
Greatest Places by Time magazine in 2018.

In 2021, SWCAC held 48 exhibitions and nearly 200 educational events, including “Leandro Erlich: The Confines of 
the Great Void,” “The Mythical Animals in the Forbidden City,” “Gaetano Pesce: Nobody’s Perfect,” and “Fashioned 
from Nature,” attracting over one million visitors. 
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 Ȩ॥ȩ
Breath
2021
๔⤳ⴠ៶៶
ϧ➖喟40 f 78 f 131 cm喠
⠄喟30 f 65 f 40 cm
Carrara marble
Human figure: 40 f 78 f 131 cm; 
dog: 30 f 65 f 40 cm

 Ȩૉޔ⑁অȩ
Comedian
2019
仆㩶Ƞᑧ߈㘣ፓ 
ᅧᄥजअ
Banana, duct tape 
Dimensions variable

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ
Untitled
2019
24k 䩭䛾䱿䨉
24-karat gold-plated bronze 
49 f 40.5 f 18 cm

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ
Untitled
2008
䲡ၽȠḺ➖Ƞౌฑ
ᅧᄥजअ
Boots, plants, soil 
Dimensions variable

 ȨუᏚ䃺ڥȩ
Lessico Familiare
1989
䨣ᵳ叾⮪⚔❴
Black and white photograph 
and silver frame 
19.7 f 15.2 cm

 Ȩᬍȩ
Nothing
2021
᱕ᵳȠρग卪ၽᴴ᱙Ƞ24k 䩭䛾
̺䨵䧏
Wooden frame, five taxidermied 
pigeons, 24-karat gold-plated 
stainless steel
204 f 120 f 35 cm

 Ȩᬍȩ
Nothing
2021
᱕ᵳȠΊग卪ၽᴴ᱙Ƞ24k 䩭
䛾̺䨵䧏
Wooden frame, five 
taxidermied pigeons, 24-karat 
gold-plated stainless steel
245 f 190 f 40 cm

 Ȩ䔤ҍ⮱ȩ
Mini-Me
1999
ᴾ㘯Ƞᾎ㘣Ƞϧ䕍℈ࣾȠ䷉Ƞ
㶐
Resin, rubber, synthetic hair, 
paint, clothing
45 f 20 f 23 cm

 Ȩڝ➦➦ȩ
Catttelan
1994
䱀㮦▜ 
ᅧᄥजअ
Neon
Dimensions variable

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ
Untitled
1997
⠄俕᳣Ƞ្㏥
Dog skeleton, newspaper
45 f 70 f 30 cm

 Ȩܳ⻨≫ࣾ⩢ᱧȩ
Dynamo Secession
1997
͑䒳㜗㵹䒓Ƞࣾ⩢ᱧȠ▜∎
 ᅧᄥजअ
Porcelain, LED light bulb 
17.8 f 12.7 f 9.5 cm

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ
Untitled
2019
⣜⅔ᴾ㘯Ƞ24k 䩭䛾䨊
Epoxy resin, 24-karat gold-
plated aluminum 
40.7 f 15.5 f 16 cm

 Ȩᑍ̶ȩ
Zhang San
2021
㶐ȠℜၽȠ䲡ၽȠ៶ᱳ䒓
 ᅧᄥजअ
Clothing, blanket, boots, trolley bag 
Dimensions variable

 Ȩ❣ϟȩ
Father
2021
ෆ㐅 
ᅧᄥजअ
Mural
Dimensions variable

 Ȩϟȩ
Mother
2021
ෆ㐅 
ᅧᄥजअ
Mural
Dimensions variable

 Ȩᬍ䷅ȩ
Untitled
2022
ෆ㐅
ᅧᄥजअ
Mural
Dimensions variable

 Ȩᄦ !ȩ
Yes!
2019
⮪⨤ȠLED ▜∎
Porcelain, LED light bulb
17.8 f 12.7 f 9.5 cm

 ȨЃ㣞ಋȩ
Himmwood
2022
㐅
Printed wallpaper
4.5 f 9.62 m

 Ȩᄼ႖ȩ
Kids
2021
卪ၽᴴ᱙
ᅧᄥजअ
Taxidermied pigeons
Dimensions variable

 Ȩںᠯ̭ч٬ȩ
Hanging in There
2022
ጰ䲏ݤȠ䧏͊㐠
ᅧᄥजअ
Prints on fabric, steel cables 
Dimensions variable

 Ȩ䔤ҍȩ
Spermini
1997
ᒖ㐅䧯䛾㘣
ᕨᅧᄥजअ喠͗ᅧᄥ喟15 f 8.5 f 10 cm
Painted platinum silicone 
Total dimensions variable; 15 f 8.5 f 10 cm each

 Ȩ䋠⤰౧ȩ
Stadium
1991
᱕ᱽȠχ߈ٸȠ䧏ᱽȠ㏥Ƞൾ
Wood, acrylic, steel, paper, plastic 
1 f 6.51 f 1.2 m

 Ȩ❥❥喑❥❥ȩ
Daddy, Daddy
2008
㖇⅕䚜ᴾ㘯Ƞ䧏ᱽȠ⣜⅔
Polyurethane resin, steel, epoxy paint 
45.4 f 104.5 f 94.3 cm  ȨCiaoȩ

Ciao
2022
㵹ͧ㶕⑁Ƞ㖇䚜ᴾ㘯Ƞ䷉ȠT ᖑ㶘Ƞ➈Ё㸑Ƞ۶䲸
ᅧᄥजअ
Performance, polyester resin, paint, T-shirt, jeans, sandals  
Dimensions variable

⧵ڠ SWCAC фत喑ڙ
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To obtain an exclusive exhibition-themed 
e-postcard, follow SWCAC’s o!cal 

WeChat Account



Maurizio Cattelan (b. 1960, Padua, Italy) is one of the most popular as well as controversial artists on the 
contemporary art scene. Taking freely from the real world of people and objects, his works are an irreverent 
operation aimed at both art and institutions. His playful and provocative use of materials, objects, and gestures set 
in challenging contexts forces commentary and engagement. 

Active since the late 1980s, in 1993 he participated in the Aperto section of the Venice Biennale, where he 
rented out his space to an advertising company. Cattelan first achieved notoriety on an international scale 
with La Nona Ora (The Ninth Hour), a wax statue of Pope John Paul II hit by a meteorite, which was originally 
exhibited in 1999 at Kunsthalle Basel. Since 2010, L.O.V.E., a public art intervention permanently installed in 
Piazza A!ari, Milan, has triggered residents’ re-appropriation of an otherwise forgotten square. In that same 
year, Cattelan launched a biannual, picture-based publication, TOILETPAPER, created together with the 
photographer Pierpaolo Ferrari. In 2011, he provoked lively debate with an installation of two thousand stu!ed 
pigeons, presented at the 54th Venice Biennale. Cattelan was the subject of a solo exhibition at the Solomon 
R. Guggenheim Museum in New York that same year, in which all his works were suspended from the ceiling. 
After the exhibition he announced his temporary retirement as an artist. 
 
He returned in September 2016, when he replaced a toilet in the same museum’s restroom with a fully 
functional replica cast in 18-karat gold, entitled America and made available to the public for a year. Later 
in 2016, he was invited to stage an exhibition of his most important works at Monnaie de Paris, resulting in 
the retrospective “Not Afraid of Love.” In 2018, he curated, with support from Gucci, “The Artist is Present,” 
a group show at Yuz Museum in Shanghai which questioned the most hallowed principles of art in the 
modern era: originality, intention, and expression. A solo exhibition comprised of his major works was held at 
Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire, in 2019; on the night of the opening America was stolen by unknown thieves. 
Cattelan once again stimulated worldwide discussion about the nature and value of art in December 2019, 
when he debuted his work Comedian, a banana duct-taped to the wall of a gallery booth at Art Basel Miami 
Beach. In 2021, at Pirelli HangarBicocca in Milan, he presented the major new work Blind, a black monolith 
with the form of an airplane struck through it, serving as a memorial to the September 11 attacks that 
occurred twenty years earlier. 

λ㞧ᱜუڠ
About the Artist

UCCA ᅑѓᒀА㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ᭜͚ప䶳ٵ⮱ᒀА㞧ᱜᱧᲱȡUCCA
ᠮĄᠮ㐚䃖ສ㞧ᱜᒞ৺ᰡ็ϧą⮱⤳ᔢ喑Ꭱͧ䊲䓴⮫̴⮱㻯

фፓᲒ͝ჹ⮱㞧ᱜᆂ㻵Ƞڞڙ䶦Ⱋহⵁ⾣䃎ܿȡUCCA Ⱋݺ᠒ᰶ

̶Ꮤ౧亳喟UCCA ϙͨ亳Ѻλࡄ 798 㞧ᱜࡧ⮱ᵥᓰፓ喑㏓

̴̭Ꭰㆠ喑ڣ౭ͧᐧλ 1957 ᎡȠࢳटᗍͲ⮱ࢯᝬ喑λ 2019
ᎡႹ⩞㢤ڝ๔䘪чᐧまθߎ喍OMA喎ͨᠮ䃫䃎⮱౧亳ᩦ䕍喠

UCCA ⇆ͅ㒻ᱜ亳⩞ OPEN ᐧまθߎ䃫䃎喑౽㥪λࡄᝡ⇠⍑⊤

⊤ᇥ⮱䭬䗐χڲࡧ喠UCCA Edge⩞㏪㏓SO – ILᐧまθߎ䃫䃎喑

λ 2021 Ꭱ 5 ᰵ̷ౕ⊤䲆Ⴖࡧᄦڙфᐭᩫȡ

UCCA λ 2007 Ꭱᐭ亳喑ݺ䏘ͧ⩞ᅑѓ๘ິ݈ᐧ⮱ᅑѓᒀА

㞧ᱜ͚ᓰȡ2017 Ꭱ喑ౕᩜᠮ㔲̻⤳θ⮱ߖ̸喑UCCA 䶧

䒙ಸͧߌႹᱧᲱ䛺㏱喑ݖ UCCA 䯳ఏȡ҉ͧࡄϙጯ᪴ࡃᅭͨ

ノ⮱ℾߋ䲋Ю͇喑UCCA λ 2018 Ꭱₐᐼ㣤ᓄ⩞ࡄϙጯ᪴ࡃᅭ䃑

䃮⮱㒻ᱜ亳䉱䉕喑Ꭳ㏼ࡄϙጯℾᩬᅭ̻仆⍜ᩬᏉ䃥ज喑ౕ͑∕

㞧ᱜധ䛾чȡ䮑ₑใ喑UCCA⮱ݖ⿸䲋㥒ڹ 䯳ఏᬄ̸䔅᠒ᰶ

⮱ӈ㒻ᱜ亳㞧ᱜ᪆㗟〒᠙喟ͧ٬࠲ੳ͇Წ಄ڣЃҀᱧᲱ喑ڣ

UCCA ٬〒㞧ᱜ͚ᓰȠ⋢Ⰳ㞧ᱜუহᆂ㻵㵺⩌৮䨭ਜ਼⮱ UCCA ੳ

Ꮔ喑Вࣷ̀∕ᣏ㉏㞧ᱜ̻৮❹็ٰ䌕⩹व҉⮱ UCCA LabȡUCCA
㜡߈λ䕇䓴ᒀА㞧ᱜ喑ᣕ͚ߕపᰡ⌞ڒ࣯̻ڕݝ⤰ᄦ䄊͚ȡ

UCCA Center for Contemporary Art is China’s leading contemporary 
art institution. Committed to bringing the best in art to a wider audience, 
UCCA presents a wide range of exhibitions, public programs, and 
research initiatives to a public of more than one million visitors each 
year across three locations. UCCA Beijing sits at the heart of the 798 Art 
District, occupying 10,000 square meters of factory chambers built in 
1957 and regenerated in 2019 by OMA. UCCA Dune, designed by Open 
Architecture, lies beneath the sand in the seaside enclave of Aranya in 
Beidaihe. UCCA Edge, designed by New York-based architecture firm 
SO – IL, opened in Shanghai in May 2021. 

UCCA was founded in 2007 by Guy and Myriam Ullens as the Ullens 
Center for Contemporary Art. In 2017, it evolved into the UCCA Group, 
under the ownership and stewardship of a new group of patrons and 
shareholders. Formally accredited as a museum by the Beijing Cultural 
Bureau in 2018, UCCA also operates non-profit foundations, licensed 
by the Beijing Bureau of Civil Affairs and the Hong Kong government. 
UCCA’s commercial ventures include the children’s education initiative 
UCCA Kids, the retail platform UCCA Store, and collaborations and 
projects under the rubric UCCA Lab. UCCA works to bring China into 
global dialogue through contemporary art. 
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UCCA ᅑѓᒀА㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ

䙿Іᶒ䌜ࡧϙጯ䭠ࡄ 4 त 798 㞧ᱜࡧ

UCCA Center for Contemporary Art
798 Art District, No. 4 Jiuxianqiao Lu, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

UCCA ⇆ͅ㒻ᱜ亳

ᝡ⇠䭬䗐χ叱䛾⊤ᇥࡄ

UCCA Dune
Aranya Gold Coast, Beidaihe

UCCA Edge
̷⊤ጯ䲆Ⴖࡧ㺬㫼ࡄ䌜 88 त⯵݈᪴ܜᎬ౧ 2 ᅯ
2F, No. 88 Xizang Bei Lu, Jing’an District, Shanghai

2022.7.9 – 2022.10.16

Maurizio Cattelan: Wish You Were Here

ౕᘼ๔ݖ喑ĄCiaoą᭜ᰭ፥㻮⮱䬛Ն䄚喑ڤکĄҍສąহĄں㻮ą ᘼȡ䔆У҉৮䛺

⑁㏻γ 1998 Ꭱౕڝ➦㏪㏓⣝А㞧ᱜ➖亳 ⮱̭౧㵹ͧ㶕⑁ÿÿ⑁অᝡⱭℂߍ㉏⮱

ຄ喑䔗ธᅩͽచ䕇ϧ➖㶕⑁㔲䗐ᵤ䓻ᣒ㒻ᱜ亳⮱Გძȡᒀㆠ㔮呍㷘ᰬᢏͧℂߍ

㉏喑㞧ᱜუᯄγ㞧ᱜᰶᬣΌज㘪чᒨᏂ⇓ͧཞͽȡ㔹䔆̭⁎喑ຄ⮱ᵤၽअγ

⣝䆎喑ࡃγ㞧ᱜ̓⩹⮱ੳ͇ݑ㜗ጞȡ䕇䓴Ҭ⩕㞧ᱜუ᱙ϧ⮱ᒏ䆎喑҉৮̺ϲᠮ㐚ឦڝ➦

Όᣏ䃕γͧ҉ڝ➦ᘼ๔ࡃ᪴ݖప䭲А㼭ϧ⮱㻿㞟̻㕹䉐ȡ

“Ciao” is the most common greeting in Italy, meaning both hello and goodbye. This 

work reimagines a 1998 performance Cattelan staged at the Museum of Modern Art 

in New York, in which an actor in a Picasso mask and costume welcomed visitors to 

the museum, like a mascot performer at Disney World. By swapping Mickey Mouse 

for Picasso, the artist implies that art sometimes risks becoming pure entertainment. 

However, this time, the mask depicts Cattelan himself. While still critiquing the 

commercialization of the art world by using the artist’s image, Ciao also explores his 

own role and responsibilities as a global representative of Italian culture. 

 Ciao
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To obtain an exclusive exhibition-themed wallpaper 
for your phone, follow UCCA’s o!cial WeChat 

Account and send the words 
“Are You Here?”

ucca.org.cn

2022

10.1  10.2  10.3  10.4  10.5  10.6  10.7  10.15

9.3  9.4  9.10  9.11  9.12  9.17  9.24  9.25 

7.9  7.10  7.15  7.16  7.17  7.22  7.23  7.24  7.29  7.30  7.31

8.5  8.6  8.7  8.12  8.13  8.14  8.19  8.20  8.21  8.26  8.27  8.28

ক᱘ࣷ䘕ܳ㞯մᬒ
Weekends and 

Selected Public Holidays

13:00-17:00
18:00-22:00

㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喍1960 Ꭱ⩌喑ᘼ๔ݖፂ็⨓ጯ喎᭜ᒀА㞧ᱜ⩹ᰭऄ⁏䓻Όᰭᰶζ䃛⮱㞧ᱜუ̭ȡЃ

⮱݈҉㜗⩞ःᱽλ⣝̓⩹͚⮱ϧহ➖喑҉ڣ৮䔼Ɑᄦ㞧ᱜহᱧᲱ⮱䄾ȡЃВٲ␎䋐ঠহᠾ㵲⮱ᐼ

ᄳᱽ䉕Ƞ➖৮হͫߕ㒛λᰶڤᠾᝅᕔ⮱౧ഌ͚喑⓭䊤ϧЙ⮱䃱䃧হ࣯̻ȡ

㜗ڝ➦ 80 ᎡА᱘ᐭ⼜Ხ݈҉喑1993 Ꭱ࣯ߍ༮ᅩࣹᎡᆂĄᐭᩫą喍Aperto喎ٰᬣᄳ㜗ጞ⮱ᆂ㻵

⾧䬡⼌㐆γ̭უᎬॷڙथȡܚڝ➦Ռ̭ᄷ㷘䮕ⴠ͚ܨ⮱᪆⮴㏓㔝 · Ԋ㒄ἰ⮱㱎喑҉ࢠ৮ȨすΊᄼᬣȩ

喍La Nona Ora喎仃⁎㣤ᓄప䭲ڠ∕喑䄒҉৮ᰭ݊λ 1999 Ꭱౕጡඋᅁ㒻ᱜ亳ᆂܧȡ㜗 2010 ᎡВᲒ喑➦

ȡ⩕ݖ৮ȨL.O.V.E.ȩᑂࣾγᅲℾᄦ᱙㷘䖄ᔅ⮱Ꭼ౧⮱䛺҉ڒ㞧ᱜϸڞڙ⮱䭬∂䛹Ꭼ౧ڝⅥͲႶ㒛ౕㆠڝ

हᎡ喑̻ڝ➦ᥱᒞጵ⯛㕣ᅁԊ㒄 · 䉦៶䛹ڞह݈ߋγ⩨ Ȩܷ⩌㏥ȩ喍TOILETPAPER喑Ꭱܷ喎ȡ2011Ꭱ喑

Ѓౕす 54 ᅷ༮ᅩࣹᎡᆂ̷ᆂ͑⮱ܧग卪ၽᴴ᱙ᑂࣾγϧЙ⮱⓭◵䃕䃧ȡहᎡ喑ౕڝ➦㏪㏓ऑᵦ⊤

➖亳ͫ͗ߋᆂ喑ᄳᰶ҉৮ᗙᠯλ๖㟞Წ̷ȡᆂ㻵㐀ऻ喑ڝ➦აጰᮯᬣ䔭оȡ

2016 Ꭱ 9 ᰵ喑ںڝ➦⁎ఋᑿ喑В 18K 䛾䨥䕍γ̭͗ߌ㘪命ڕ⮱侙ᶣ喑ᄳڣপऺͧȨ㒻పȩ喑ڝ➦⩕

䔆У҉৮ःАγऑᵦ⊤➖亳≄䬡⮱侙ᶣ喑Ꭳᄦڙфᐭᩫγ̭ᎡȡहᎡ⼺ᮇ喑ЃᏁ䖭ౕጡ叻䧞ጮ

➖亳ᆂᰭڣܧ䛺㺮⮱҉৮喍ࢠĄ̺ᕂ❞ąఋ䶫ᆂ喎ȡ2018 Ꭱ喑Ѓౕऑ依⮱ᩜᠮ̸̷ͧ⊤҆ᓤ㔭㒻ᱜ亳ゃ

ܿγ㓑ᆂĄ㞧ᱜუₑౕą喑Вₑᆂ㻵䉕⪾⣝А㞧ᱜᰭ⺋⮱݆喟㞧ᱜ⮱݈ᕔȠᘼఫহ㶕䓫ȡ2019 Ꭱ喑

⾰⮱㺮҉৮㏱⮱͗ᆂȡᐭᎂᒀᮇ喑҉৮Ȩ㒻పȩ㷘̺ᬻ䏘Ъͨڣ⩞γߋ䘎ጰѓ⊤იͫ≓➈ౕڝ➦

䉩֤䊝ȡ2019 Ꭱ 12 ᰵ喑ౕڝ➦䓵䭬ჳ⊤␖ጡඋᅁ㞧ᱜᆂ̷仃⁎ᆂܧγȨૉޔ⑁অȩ喑⩕㘣ፓᄳ̭ᵦ

仆㩶䉡ౕ⩨ᆂझ⮱ෆ̷喑̭ں⁎⓭ࣾγڕ⤰㠰డڲᄦ㞧ᱜ᱙䉕হФթ⮱ᣏ䃕ȡ2021 Ꭱ喑ౕㆠڝԺ㔽߈

HangarBicocca ധ䛾ч⮱͗ᆂ͚喑ڝ➦ᣕܧγڕ҉߈ȨⰟȩ喑㷘下ᱧ䒛᐀⾬䔼⮱ጕ๔叾㞟ⴠᴞͧ

γ 20 Ꭱݺ 9 · 11 ᕽᕃ㷚ܨ⮱㏗ᔢⶾඁȡ

UCCA ᅑѓᒀА㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ
UCCA Center for Contemporary Art



2022 Ꭱ݊喑ͧ䙺व͚ڝ➦ప仃͗͗ᆂ喑λࡄϙ UCCA ᅑѓᒀА㞧ᱜ͚ᓰॵ⣝

⮱Ą㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱ݑą喑UCCA ᣕ̭ܧ᱙➦ݘ⮱ఫᒂ ȡ䮼Ɑࡄϙ仃

ᆂ⮱็ᆂ৮λ⌞ౠ͗ᆂĄᙬҍౕₑą͚̻㻯ф㻮䲏喑㻯фजВ㫶⩞ₑఫᒂᄦ➦

㶕⣝∂Вݘ➦⮱䃛ڝ➦γ㼐ȡ᱙ఫᒂ䛴⩕㞧ᱜუ⮱ڒ⌞ߍ㞧ᱜ䌢ᰶᰡ⮱ڝ

⮱ф̺ह⮱㞧ᱜ䌢ȡఫᒂ͚̺䭱҉৮ఫ❴喑ᆂ㻵͚̻ڣ᭫ܥ 29 У㞧ᱜ৮⩞

⩨ጵ⢸̺ज㐅ॵ⣝ȡ䔆ψ⩨ᄳڝ➦⮱݈҉ᥙ䔈ࡄϙ⮱㏼ڥᴴ̻Ꭰ㶄㻿喑

ͧ㞧ᱜუౕ͚ప⮱仃⁎͗ᆂፓᲒݘᵤ㞟ᒖȡఫᒂᩣᒂγ UCCA 亳䪬⩝䰼Ⴔݺ⮱ۆ

㼭喑̻ڝ➦ᆂ㻵ゃᆂϧᑄ᱄ܴ · ㏠ㆠ⮱ᄦ䄵喑В͚ࣷ๛㒻ᱜ႓䮏ޜ᪆ᢵᑍ

ᮕ⮱䃱䔝᪴」喑हᬣ䙺ᰶУᆂ҉ܧ৮⮱䄓ᅪ㼐䄨ȡȨ㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱

ݑȩ⩞ 26 Studio喍Ვ㏺䄳̻ۤ䲆喎៲㏟䃫䃎喑⊆ᥱᒞܧ❵ܧ❵ȡₑఫᒂजλ

ᆂ㻵⣝౧⌞ౠ⊤̷̓⩹᪴ࡃ㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ喍SWCAC喎ᝃҠ҉ΓᅭᓛԎᄼ⼸Ꮌ̷䉚Νȡ

Earlier this year, UCCA published a unique catalogue celebrating Maurizio Cattelan’s 

first-ever solo exhibition in China: “The Last Judgment,” held at UCCA Beijing. 

The publication provides readers with an in-depth contextualization of Cattelan’s 

art, and—as many of the works featured in the Beijing exhibition reappear in 

Shenzhen—also offers a perfect memento for “Wish You Were Here.” Cattelan 

proposed an unconventional approach for the catalogue, one benefiting his 

idiosyncratic artistic practice: no photographs of the exhibition’s artworks appear 

in the book. Instead, each work is represented by an original painting by illustrator 

Wang Buke. These illustrations relocate the artworks to locations around Beijing—

some iconic, some mundane. The catalogue contains a foreword by UCCA Director 

Philip Tinari, a conversation between the artist and exhibition curator Francesco 

Bonami, and an essay by Central Academy of Fine Arts associate professor Zhang 

Chen, as well as extensive annotations on each exhibited artwork. Maurizio Cattelan: 

The Last Judgment is published by Zhejiang Photographic Press, and book design 

is provided by 26 Studio (Yang Shaozhun and Leng Jing). Purchase your copy at 

SWCAC or online at Paragon Book Gallery’s WeChat Store.

ᆂ㻵हܧ❵➖
Exhibition Catalogue

㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᙬҍౕₑ
⣝ጟहₒࣾਜ਼Catalogue Available Nowڹ⩨

1991 Ꭱ喑≈ᅩχ⣝А㞧ᱜ➖亳仃⁎ᆂܧ㣘⦋शຒ · ➦

৮Ȩ䋠⤰౧ȩȡ㞧ᱜუ㏱㏴γ̭౧⩞䲋≟⼨ℾ䭌ᄦᝅ҉⮱ڝ

ᘼ๔ݖ⮪ϧ䭌⮱℁䊈喑ᄳ䯫㼐⮱ч䃛䷅䒙̭ͧࡃ౧⍥喑

ㅺₑᑂࣾ㻯㔲ᄦ⣝䔈㵹ࣺᕊȡౕ 2022Ꭱ⮱ᒀ̸喑Ȩ䋠⤰౧ȩ

喍Stadium喎҉̭ͧУ⠙⿸ᆂ⮱οߕᕔ㷲㒛҉৮喑̺ڤں

ᰶᑧ◵⮱ᩬ⇨ᘼঠ喑㔹᭜ᰡ็ॵ⣝γᰶڤഌ➦㞟⮱҉৮

喟㻯фजВ㜗⩞ౕ䔆͗䭽Ⴧ❵䋠⤰ᵹ̷䔈㵹℁䊈ȡ҉⋣ڲ

仃͗⤰ڕͧ 22 ϧᵹ̷䋠⤰ᵹ喑ౕԊ⪆䶦Ⱋ䯳Ҁ⍥

⺋⮱हᬣ喑҉৮㏼⩞ᠮ㐚⮱οߕॵ⣝⌞ౠ䔆Ꮤᔘ䕌ࣾᆂ⮱

ጯ͚㏤㍮ฺᱯ⮱ϧ䭲ڠ㈨ȡ

ౕĄ㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᙬҍౕₑąᆂ㻵䬡喑Й䄇ᡇ䲏

ाч᠈ࠌ 66 Ѻ㞧ᱜ❞ສ㔲喑҉ͧ⍥⮱࣯䊈䔶㏱ 3

౧ᵹ̷䋠⤰℁䊈喑Вₑ⑁㏻䔆̭㏼ڥ㞧ᱜუ䶦Ⱋ喑ౕ☚◵⮱

℁䊈͚ᙌऄ҉৮ᄦᒀ̸ϧ䭲ڠ㈨οڠ⮱ߕ∕ȡ

Maurizio Cattelan’s Stadium was exhibited for the first time 

at the Galleria comunale d’arte moderna, Bologna in 1991.  

On the occasion of the work’s debut, the artist organized 

a foosball game between a team of African immigrants 

and a team of white Italians, using his irreverent sense of 

humor to transform social issues associated with migration 

into a game. Today, the piece’s political connotations have 

lessened, and it may be seen as a site-specific interactive 

sculpture, which visitors are welcome to play on. In addition 

to retaining a sense of collective play from its original 

incarnation, the 22-player foosball table—the first in the 

world—also connects with its local context, resonating with 

the complex nature of personal relationships in Shenzhen, 

a dynamic, rapidly developing city. 

Throughout the exhibition period of “Maurizio Cattelan: 

Wish You Were Here,” we are inviting 66 art lovers to 

participate in 3 foosball games, reinterpreting this classic 

art project. In the heat of the game, participants will get 

to experience firsthand the work’s approach towards 

contemporary social relations. 

ᵹ̷䋠⤰䊈
11-a-side Foosball 
Tournament

Ą䄾ڝ➦ąࡄϙ〆㶕⑁⣝౧喑UCCA ᅑѓᒀА㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ喑2021ȡఫ❴⩞䰤ߕ๖̸⣝А㝋ఏӈȡ
“Pranking Cattelan” Beijing performance, UCCA Center for Contemporary Art, 2021. Photograph courtesy Beijing Dance/LDTX.
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* ⧵ڠ喑䄤ࡃȠᬒज㘪ࣾ⩌अ⼝ऺߕ≩ UCCA ᅑѓᒀА㞧ᱜ͚ᓰჅ䉓
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* Program titles and dates are subject to change. Please follow UCCA and SWCAC’s o!cial 
social media platforms for the latest announcements and program details.

2022.7.15  

ᄦ䄊喟䔰⻨̭ᬍᰶ
Conversations: Running Away 
from Nothing

ᒞ㞧ᱜϑ≮喟䓴ࣨȠ⣝ౕȠ᱗Გ
Cinema Arts: Past Present Future

㞧ᱜ⫄ᘵ喟䕴㻮⮱ౕڲᄼ႖
Art Healing: Meeting Your Inner Child

2022.7.23  

2022.8.6  

22 ϧᵹ̷䋠⤰ڙфᐭᩫ䊈
11-a-side Open Foosball Tournament

㶕⑁㞧ᱜϑ≮喟ᗲϧ㝋ч
Performance Arts: Couples Dance

2022.8.20  

ጒ҉౷喟ᣒ㼓ڡࢠ
Workshop: Contact Improvisation

2022.8.21  

㶕⑁㞧ᱜϑ≮喟ૉޔ⑁অ
Performance Arts: Comedian

2022.9.10  

2022.9.17

22 ϧᵹ̷䋠⤰喟ᵎచᄦោ䊈
11-a-side Interscholastic 
Foosball Tournament

ޔ⑁㏻喟ϧ̭䲏
Dramatic Interpretation: A 
Thousand Faces

2022.9.24

ᢏ㷲≫ᄦ喟䰣ᬣВऻ
Costume Party: After Midnight

2022.10.1  

ᄦ䄊喟̺〒䄊
Conversations: More than Fairy Tales

2022.10.3 

22 ϧᵹ̷䋠⤰ϟၽοߕ䊈
11-a-side Parent-Child Foosball Tournament

2022.10.4 – 10.5

ጒ҉౷喟ᲝҖច⮱ᩲθ
Workshop: Geppetto’s Story

2022.10.6 

㞧ᱜ⫄ᘵ喟ϟၽᰩ䭭㒄
Art Healing: Parent-Child Mandalas
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Ꭳᄳౕ 8 ᰵ㜠 10 ᰵⰥ㐔ᣕܧ 22 ϧᵹ̷䋠⤰㈨݄℁䊈̻ㆨऱᐯ⮱

ጒ҉౷喠➦ݘव҉⮱ૉޔ䶦ⰛΌᄳౕᆂ䬡λ⊤̷̓⩹᪴ࡃ㞧ᱜ͚ᓰ

喍SWCAC喎ϛⰥȡЙጹ᱈䕇䓴็ٰ䌕⩹⮱䶦Ⱋ喑䃖㻯фౕ䒨Ძ⮱

⅁ⅈ͚喑Ҁ侹㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦ᄦ㞧ᱜ̓⩹⮱䄾Ƞᄦ͗Ҁຯ҂䃑ⴒ

̻Ѓϧڠ㈨⮱≋ᄌȡ

A series of public programs will be held in conjunction with “Maurizio 

Cattelan: Wish You Were Here,” focusing on the artist’s practice and 

its connection with personal relationships. These programs aim to 

deepen the audience’s understanding of Cattelan’s work, providing 

varied perspectives through a regular series of events organized 

in collaboration with partners from different disciplines. Over the 

three-month exhibition period, UCCA has prepared two academic 

panels, a film event, an eleven-a-side foosball tournament, and a 

number of workshops. A special collaborative comedy project will 

also be unveiled at SWCAC during the exhibition. We hope that these 

diverse, multidisciplinary programs can help create a fun and relaxed 

atmosphere for visitors to learn more about how Cattelan satirizes 

the art world, as well as how we form relationships with others. 

ᆂ㻵हڞڙ䶦Ⱋ
Public Programs

Γऺ喟㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱ݑ

䄚㼭喟͚㠞᪴

ᵩᐼ喟225 f 285 mm

㷲ፔ喟㷲喑137 䶢

Publication Title: 
Maurizio Cattelan: The Last Judgment
Language: Chinese and English
Size: 225 f 285 mm
Format: Hardcover, 137 pages 

ម䉚Ν⩨ڹ

Scan to purchase 
exhibition catalogue
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On the occasion of the exhibition, UCCA Kids has 

designed a series of educational workshops based on 

Maurizio Cattelan’s art, taking kids on a journey through 

the artist’s mind and creative vision. Participants in these 

children’s education activities will learn how the artist digs into 

human experience, creates new narratives out of familiar objects, 

and questions ideas of reality and originality through his hyperrealistic 

sculptures and installations. Please stay posted for further details and 

updates on our educational programs.

ᆂ㻵٬〒ᄩ㻵ڹ
Exhibition Guide for Kids

2022.7.9 – 2022.10.16
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Designed just for kids, this exhibition guide was created by UCCA Kids and UCCA Foundation to engage 

our young visitors in a more in-depth experience of “Maurizio Cattelan: Wish You Were Here.” Using child-

friendly language, the guidebook leads kids on a journey that follows the audience’s path through the 

exhibition, providing introductions to each section and descriptions of the key artworks in each. It also 

includes a small section of accessible and interactive fun activities. UCCA aims to bring kids and families 

new ways of seeing and interacting with the exhibition, with educational touchpoints at di!erent levels 

that deepen understanding of the artist’s work, inspiring kids in the learning environment of the museum .

Ą㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱ݑąᆂ㻵㈨݄ጒ҉౷Ąᄼ㞧ᱜუౕ౧ą䄫യवᒞȡ
“Maurizio Cattelan: The Last Judgment” workshop series.
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UCCA Store’s exclusive exhibition merchandise collection 

is now available! Inspired by some of Maurizio Cattelan’s 

most well-known, classic works, this collection includes 

t-shirts, bags, refrigerator magnets, and pins, reimagining 

the artistic achievements and charm of the Italian master 

artist in a rich variety of dimensions. For every canvas 

bag purchased, UCCA store will donate RMB 1 to UCCA 

Foundation’s Opening the Door to Art philanthropic 

initiative, raising awareness for public welfare projects. 

Together, we can help make the dreams of the next 

generation of artists come true. Visit UCCA’s o"cial Tmall 

store or Art Store at SWCAC during the exhibition period to 

shop for a wide range of UCCA merchandise.

㞧ᱜธ็
Art Store

仆㩶ٲ⅁㷲亝⩨⊤្
Inflatable Banana Poster

ᴾ㘯䲡ၽ㡶マ䉡
Boots and Plants Fridge Magnets

Ąૉޔ⑁অą㈨݄⊤្ȠT ᖑȠ࠲㶸Ƞマ䉡Ƞ㘥䦵ぶϔ
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ШᘼѺ㒛喑͝ჹγ㞧ᱜ৮⮱ॵ⣝ᐼ̻ڲ⋢ȡ

The “Comedian” collection of posters, t-shirts, bags, pins, 

and refrigerator magnets is inspired by Maurizio Cattelan’s 

famous work Comedian (2019)—an installation of a banana 

taped on the wall. Transported from the wall to be put in any 

situation, the artwork reappears here in di!erent forms such 

as clothing and bags, enriching its expression and meaning.

 Ąૉޔ⑁অą㈨݄ϔ৮
“Comedian” Collection

仆㩶ច➦࠲
Banana Tote

ःܧၽԿڒ䲡ၽ䛹
Pour seeds into the boot

1

ः䔯䛼ౌԿڒ䲡͚
Add appropriate amount of soil

2

≴Ⅱ喑䲆ᒲ 3-5 ๖
Water, and wait 3 to 5 days

3

Ḻ➖⩌䪬
The plant appears
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Kids’ Educational Activities
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love me 喤ą喍ҍ❞ॄ喤喎喑ౕᲱᐧ̻Ą❞ąⰥڠ⮱䄆䄽
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On the occasion of “Maurizio Cattelan: Wish You Were 

Here,” UCCA presents the limited-edition “Do You Love 

Me?” series of merchandise, featuring t-shirts, baseball 

caps, and pins, all inspired by his work Untitled (2001), in 

which a miniature version of the artist emerges from a hole 

in the ground. Here, the space in which the artist appears 

has been ingeniously transformed into the shape of heart.  

He peeks out and asks, “Do you love me?” Besides o!ering 

up a charming declaration of love, this humorous romantic 

scene leads us imagine a continuation of the exhibition title 

“Wish You Were Here”—as if asking, if you were here, would 

you love me?

❞ᓰᱧᩜ᳣
Cattelan phone grip

4.Ą㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱ݑąᆂ㻵㈨݄ጒ҉౷Ą̭͗ি䄚ą䄫യ҉৮喑҉㔲 : ᮀ䰕ȡ
      Artwork from “Maurizio Cattelan: The Last Judgment” workshop series. Artist: Xiaoyu.

1.Ą㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱ݑąᆂ㻵㈨݄ጒ҉౷Ą䔤ҍ⮱ą䄫യ҉৮喑҉㔲 : ქქȡ
     Artwork from “Maurizio Cattelan: The Last Judgment” workshop series. Artist: Chenchen.

2.Ą㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱ݑąᆂ㻵㈨݄ጒ҉౷Ą̭͗ি䄚ą䄫യ҉৮喑҉㔲 : 䄧䄧ȡ
      Artwork from “Maurizio Cattelan: The Last Judgment” workshop series. Artist: Nuonuo.

3.Ą㣘⦋शຒ · ڝ➦喟ᰭऻ⮱ݑąᆂ㻵㈨݄ጒ҉౷Ą̭͗ি䄚ą䄫യ҉৮喑҉㔲 : 㗇㗇ȡ
      Artwork from “Maurizio Cattelan: The Last Judgment” workshop series. Artist: Dudu.
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 Ąҍ❞ॄą㈨݄ϔ৮
“Do You Love Me?” Collection


